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Sound & Visual Check

Welcome everyone,

I am now talking, please make sure you
can hear me

If you cannot hear me or see my screen
please say “Cannot hear/see you” on the
chat.

If some of you can’t hear me, please
restart your computer and join the class
again.
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Lesson Overview:

By the end of this lesson you should:

• Understand the purpose of Achebe’s novel
Things Fall Apart.

• Know how to effectively evaluate the opening
and closing chapters of Things Fall Apart.

• Know What the key characteristics of our main
character Okonkwo.

• Have a better understanding of the key features
that make up this novel.



Chinua Achebe’s Life

• Grew up in Ogidi, a village in Nigeria

• His father taught at the missionary school

• In 1958 Things Fall Apart was published

• Died in 2013.



Igbo, Nigeria- location of  story



Things Fall Apart:  Purpose

• Things Fall Apart is set in the 1890s, during the coming of  the white man to 

Nigeria. 

• In part, the novel is a response and antidote to a large tradition of  European 

literature in which Africans are depicted as primitive (ancient/rough/simple) 

and mindless savages. 

• His purpose is bringing dignity back to the individuals of  Africa.   

• Consistently presented as ignorant, dark, almost sinister (harm/evil) people 

with no sense of  justice or purpose. 



What is the novel about?

• Things Fall Apart is the short, swift story of  one man’s rise 
and fall as world events play out around him. It grabs your 
attention from the first page and leaves you thinking about 
what you’ve read long after you’ve finished. 

• Chinua Achebe’s story gives us a picture of  the Igbo people 
(who live in what is now Nigeria) at the turn of  the 
twentieth century. The Igbo, or Ibo (pronounced “EE-bo”) 
see their complex and sophisticated society challenged by 
the British, who first appear in the village in the form of  
Christian missionaries and then as colonial rulers. The 
increasing friction leads one man to make the ultimate 
rejection of  European ways, while the rest of  his 
neighbours, family, and friends try to understand what the 
future holds



Elements 
of a novel

Opening/closing moments

Key moments

Theme

Climax (High point)

Characterisation



Structure of a novel





Novel openings
What are the characteristics of a good novel opening? 

• grabs the attention of the reader 

• sets the scene 

• introduces characters 

• sets the plot in motion



Opening of Things Fall Apart
Chapter 1 describes Okonkwo's principal accomplishments that establish his important 
position in Igbo society. These details alone provide insight into Okonkwo's character and 
motivation. Driving himself toward tribal success and recognition, he is trying to bury the 
unending shame that he feels regarding the faults and failures of his late father, Unoka. 
Essentially, Okonkwo exhibits qualities of manhood in Igbo society.

In this first chapter, Achebe sets up Okonkwo as a man much respected for his considerable 
achievements and noble virtues — key qualities of a tragic hero. Okonkwo's tragic flaw is his 
obsession with manliness; his fear of looking weak like his father drives him to commit 
irrational acts of violence that undermine his nobleness. In the chapters ahead, the reader 
should note the qualities and actions that begin to reveal the tragic flaw in Okonkwo's 
otherwise admirable actions, words, ideas, and relationships with others.

At the end of Chapter 1, Achebe foreshadows the presence of Ikemefuna in Okonkwo's 
household and also the teenage boy's ultimate fate by referring to him as a "doomed" and 
"ill-fated lad."



A good novel opening?
Okonkwo is a very strong character and 
captures the readers attention very 
quickly. He is headstrong, short-tempered 
and aggressive, but he is also a very hard 
worker and deserves to be commended for 
all he has achieved. 

While Chapter 1 is highly detailed, 
introducing us to both our main character 
and his contrasting father, it leaves us 
wondering what will become of Okonkwo? 
We are intrigued to learn if Okonkwo will 
succeed in his quest for power, stature and 
honour in his tribe? 

We are led to ask about his own family? 
How does he treat his wives and his 
children? Does he put pressure on his own 
son to be like him?  

The scene is set very early on in this novel, 
introducing us to the Igbo traditions and 
customs. As a reader, we are left wanted to 
learn more about this world and their 
traditions and rituals. 

For these reasons we can say that the 
opening of Things Fall Apart is an effective 
one as it: 

✓grabs the attention of the reader 

✓sets the scene 

✓introduces characters 

✓sets the plot in motion



Okonkwo (Protagonist)
The hero of  the story is Okonkwo, a self-made man who has been unstoppable in his 
determination to rise in his society, the village of  Umuofia. His greatest fear is being weak, 
like his father, whom he detested. Okonkwo will go to any lengths to prove to the world 
and to himself  that he is strong and fearless.

Okonkwo, the son of  the effeminate and lazy Unoka, strives to make his way in a world 
that seems to value manliness. In so doing, he rejects everything for which he believes his 
father stood. Unoka was idle, poor, profligate, cowardly, gentle, and interested in music 
and conversation. Okonkwo consciously adopts opposite ideals and becomes productive, 
wealthy, thrifty, brave, violent, and adamantly opposed to music and anything else that he 
perceives to be “soft,” such as conversation and emotion. He is stoic to a fault.

Okonkwo achieves great social and financial success by embracing these ideals. He marries 
three women and fathers several children. Nevertheless, just as his father was at odds with 
the values of  the community around him, so too does Okonkwo find himself  unable to 
adapt to changing times as the white man comes to live among the Umuofians. As it 
becomes evident that compliance rather than violence constitutes the wisest principle for 
survival, Okonkwo realizes that he has become a relic, no longer able to function within his 
changing society.



Okonkwo

Strengths Weaknesses

Physically strong Impatient

Hardworking Violent

Well known throughout the clan Intolerant of others

Pleased with his daughter Dissatisfied with his son

Concerned about Ezinma’s illness Careless and impetuous (acts without 
thinking)

A warrior Afraid to show his feelings

Won’t admit to being wrong

Afraid of his weaknesses





Antagonist

Things Fall Apart does not have an obvious, single antagonist. In some 
sense, the whole world seems to be against Okonkwo. His family 
consistently fails to live up to his high expectations. His fellow villagers also 
let him down, preferring to cower before the Europeans rather than fight to 
preserve their own cultural traditions. By the end of the novel Okonkwo 
stands alone, at once “choked with hate” and overcome by sadness:

“Okonkwo was deeply grieved. And it was not just a personal grief. He 
mourned for the clan, which he saw breaking up and falling apart, and he 
mourned for the warlike men of Umuofia, who had so unaccountably 
become soft like women.”





Traditions and Customs
Traditional dress and IBO (IGBO) 
masks were:

oUsed during festivals

oUsed during ceremonies

oUsed to symbolize beauty



Traditions and Customs

▪Each tribe had their own language different languages

▪Customs:

4 day market week

The kola nut ritual

New Yam festival

▪ Economy was based on “root crops”

Men grew yam

Women grew beans, cassava, and cocoyam



Traditional Wrestling
The spectacle of the wrestling matches in the novel illustrates the value that is 
placed on physical agility and strength in the Igbo culture. In ways similar to today's 
sports, the wrestling events — even in their violence — provide vicarious pleasure 
for the spectators who consider the victors heroes and often carry them on their 
shoulders. Many years earlier, Okonkwo himself sparked his reputation as a powerful 
man by defeating an opponent who had wrestled undefeated for seven years.

The wrestling scene in Chapter 6 also displays the sense of community and kinship 
among members of the village, as in the brief exchange between Ekwefi and her 
neighbour Chielo, the priestess of the Oracle Agbala.



Gender roles
WOMEN

• IN UMUOFIAN SOCIETY, THERE ARE CERTAIN TASKS DESIGNATED TO 
WOMEN THAT MEN SIMPLY DON'T DO. ONE OF THESE IS DINNER. 
WOMEN ARE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE DINNER FOR THEIR HUSBANDS 
AND CHILDREN, USUALLY AT A CERTAIN TIME. WHEN A MAN HAS 
MULTIPLE WIVES, EACH OF THEM BRINGS HIM PART OF HIS MEAL 
AND PROVIDES DINNER FOR HER OWN CHILDREN. WHEN THIS 
EXPECTATION IS NOT FULFILLED, IT CREATES TENSION IN THE NOVEL.

• WE SEE AN EXAMPLE OF THIS WITH OKONKWO'S YOUNGEST WIFE, 
OJIUGO. SHE GOES TO A NEIGHBOR'S HUT TO GET HER HAIR PLAITED 
AND DOES NOT COME BACK IN TIME FOR DINNER. ONE OF THE 
OTHER WIVES HAS TO FEED OJIUGO'S CHILDREN WITHOUT BEING 
ASKED, AND OKONKWO NOTICES HER ABSENCE WHEN HE WAITS FOR 
HIS DINNER AND SHE DOES NOT SHOW.

• OKONKWO IS SO ANGRY WHEN OJIUGO RETURNS THAT HE BEATS HER 
EVEN THOUGH IT IS THE WEEK OF PEACE, WHEN ANY FIGHTING OR 
PUNISHMENT IS FORBIDDEN. AS A RESULT, HE HAS TO MAKE 
SACRIFICES AND OFFERINGS TO THE EARTH GODDESS, WHOM HE 
OFFENDED BY BREAKING THE SACRED PEACE. HERE IS A CLEAR 
EXAMPLE OF TENSION CAUSED WHEN A GENDER ROLE ISN'T FILLED 
AS EXPECTED.

Men

Men are in charge of village laws, making sure rules are followed 
and determining appropriate punishment. The exception is when 
punishment is ordered by the Earth God. His commands come 
through his Oracle, Chielo, who is a woman.

Men are expected to be protectors and providers. If there is war or 
conflict, they're expected to fight. They are also expected to 
provide for their families. If a man's farm fails, and he can't provide 
for his family or must borrow from neighbours, he is seen as less 
than a man. This brings tension in the novel between Okonkwo and 
his father. His father is in debt and is a notorious coward, which 
makes Okonkwo, a very manly man who strictly adheres to gender 
roles, angry and frustrated.



Gender roles



Symbolism: CHI

An especially significant concept introduced in this chapter is the belief 
in personal chi. At its simplest level, chi parallels the Western concept 
of soul, although chi is a more complex idea. The Igbo believe that an 
individual's fate and abilities for the coming life are assigned to the chi, 
and each individual is given a chi by the Creator (Chukwu) at the 
moment of conception. Before each reincarnation, the individual 
bargains for improved circumstances in the next life. The chi thus 
becomes one's personal god that guides one to fulfill the expected 
destiny. On the one hand, the individual is ruled by his chi, but on the 
other hand, only the individual can make the most of the fate planned 
through the chi.



Key Moment No 1: The killing of Ikemefuna

Here we see a very hard side to Okonkwo’s character. We must also question his 
family values. Ikemefuna became part of his family even referring to Okonkwo as 
father, yet Okonkwo was able to murder him in the blink of an eye. What does this 
tell us about the change that is happening within Okonkwo? 



Key Moment No 2: The killing of the court 
messenger (also our climax or high point)

• The village crier announces a meeting for the following morning, and the clan is filled 
with a sense of foreboding. At sunrise, the villagers gather. Okonkwo has slept very 
little out of excitement and anticipation. He has thought it over and decided on a 
course of action to which he will stick no matter what the village decides as a 
whole. He takes out his war dress and assesses his smoked raffia skirt, tall feather 
headgear, and shield as in adequate condition. He remembers his former glories in 
battle and ponders that the nature of man has changed. The meeting is packed with 
men from all of the clan’s nine villages.

• The first speaker laments the damage that the white man and his church have done to 
the clan and bewails the desecration of the gods and ancestral spirits. He reminds the 
clan that it may have to spill clansmen’s blood if it enters into battle with the white 
men. In the middle of the speech, five court messengers approach the crowd. Their 
leader orders the meeting to end. No sooner have the words left the messenger’s mouth 
than Okonkwo kills him with two strokes of his machete. A tumult rises in the 
crowd, but not the kind for which Okonkwo hopes: the villagers allow the messengers 
to escape and bring the meeting to a conclusion. Someone even asks why Okonkwo 
killed the messenger. Understanding that his clan will not go to war, Okonkwo wipes 
his machete free of blood and departs.



4 elements of a good novel ending:

1.Resolution: An ending must always wrap up and resolve the central conflict you 
laid out in the beginning of the novel. A reader should walk away with a feeling that 
the story is complete.

2.Transformation: A story's ending should bring a powerful close to your character 
development. The main character has learned valuable lessons along the way and 
the ending should illustrate their transformation.

3.Suspense: A story’s ending is intensified when there’s a moment when the main 
character might not succeed. That last-minute tension makes the ending more 
satisfying when the main character overcomes their obstacles.

4.Surprise: Readers follow a character’s story to be entertained. Satisfying endings 
have an element of surprise. Predictable endings will make a great story fall flat.



• Okonkwo’s physical death is anticlimactic. The changes in his village 
and demise of the clan have left his dead inside. 

• His family are noticeable absent from this chapter, and despite his 
dedication to his clan and his family, Okonkwo dies along. Even his 
good friend cannot go near him. 

• Okonkwo’s decision to end his life can be seen as either heroic or 
tragic. He remained a man of action, and took the only one available 
to him. He remained unable to face change and therefore rejected it. 

A good novel ending?

For the above reasons we can say that the ending to this novel was a good one as:
✓ The ending is wrapped up and the central conflict with Okonkwo is resolved. 
✓ There is a large element of surprise when Okonkwo takes his own life. 
✓ There was a powerful close to the character of Okonkwo.



Past exam questions: Higher level
❑ Imagine that one of the novels you have studied has won an award 
called, The Junior Cycle English, Best Read Award, 2019. Write a short 
citation for the novel receiving the award. In the citation you should 
identify the main reason why, in your view, the novel deserves the 
award. (A citation is a statement about the qualities and merits of a 
winner’s work.)

❑ Choose a novel you have studied. To what extent has your 
understanding of people and human behaviour been shaped by reading 
this novel? Explain your answer with reference to your chosen text. 

❑ List any three characteristics that you believe are important for the 
opening of a novel. 

❑List any three characteristics that you believe are important for the 
closing of a novel.

❑Write an assessment of the opening and closing of your studied novel.

❑ Compare the setting of your two chosen novels under the following 
headings: Physical location, mood or atmosphere, social values. 



Past exam questions: Ordinary 
level
❑ If you could ask a character from your chosen text an interesting question about something he or she did, 
what would the question be?

❑What answer do you think the character would give?

❑Would you like to have this character as a friend? Give a reason for your answer

❑Name a character you liked from a novel or a play that you have studied. Explain why you liked your 
chosen character. Use a key moment from the text to support your response.

❑Name a character you disliked from a novel or a play that you have studied. Explain why you disliked your 
chosen character. Use a key moment from the text to support your response.

❑If one of your chosen characters, in either part (b) or part (d), could make a wish at the time of the key 
moment, what do you think he or she would wish for and why?



Next Week
English
Grinds - Week 6
Topic: 
Novel study: To Kill a 
Mockingbird. 


